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Harper Harlow lives in a world of ghosts.She sees them. She talks to them. She investigates them.
She sends them on their merry way.Sheâ€™s not embarrassed by her abilities, and sheâ€™s not
afraid to be who she is. Sheâ€™s also not looking for a relationship.Enter Jared Monroe, a
smooth-talking police detective who sees things in black and white and ignores any shades of gray.
He doesnâ€™t believe in ghosts, and while heâ€™s intrigued by the feisty blonde ghost detective,
heâ€™s not interested in the paranormal.When twenty-one-year-old Annie Dresdenâ€™s body
washes up on the beach of Whisper Cove, Harper and Jared collide. Sparks may be flying, but so is
confusion and mistrust.Harper calls on her loyal band of ghost hunters to solve the crime, and Jared
relies on his training to tackle the same problem. It doesnâ€™t matter what approach they take
because all paths are destined to intersect.Can Harper and Jared learn to work together? And, more
importantly, can new ghosts let go of the past and give in to an obscure future? Itâ€™s anyoneâ€™s
guess when big personalities go to war and find they might have more in common than they think.
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Harper Harlow can see ghosts. She's always been able to see them. by miraculously not getting

thrown into psyche wards or ostracized by her small town community, Harper and her bestie,
Zander, have a ghost hunting business. Her special sight leads her to a crime scene where new
Detective, or police officer, Jared Monroe is on his first case.Here' what I liked: the idea behind the
story. The first chapter was fun, and the idea of a dream catcher being a trap to spirits. The MC is
closer to thirty than 18.I'm going to do my best to be gentle. Here's what I didn't like: *The only
distinct voice was Molly, everyone else sounded the same. Luckily the author made it clear who was
speaking.* In the first chapter, it sounded like Harper had some kind of magic, or force, that pushed
the spirit into the dream catcher. There was no explanation and nothing like that happened
again.*Harper can see the dead. But, again, in the first chapter she asks if Molly can see the ghost.
Is it because Harper can only see ghosts that aren't acting like poltergeist? Do they have to be
newly deceased? Why couldn't she see that ghost?*There are no other ghosts in that town. She
doesn't see another one at all, only Annie.*The gossip mill in Whisper Cove. Yeah, yeah, yeah - it's
a small town. But Mel is a seasoned police officer, he should know better than to gossip about an
active murder case with his sister, who isn't in law enforcement.*Speaking of, in no way should
Jared have discussed the details of the case with Harper, even if he just wants to get in her
pants.*Harper is everyone's darling. How? She's a mopey, disgruntled, anti-social girl who seems
confused about social interactions.*The Scooby Doo reference.
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